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Modern meets glamourous style in
Greenington’s Hanna console.
Sustainably crafted in solid bamboo,
Hanna console strikes an elegant
balance between minimalist styling
and dramatic visual detail
H: 28" x W: 72" x D: 18"

Azara Cube storage coffee table
displays a center accent of Exotic
Tiger that waterfalls down each side.
Inside, easy-to-use glides make
opening effortless, revealing
spacious and discrete storage. 
H: 15" x W: 40" x D: 40"

Zephyr ’s organic flowing design and
sculptural details combine for a bold
asymmetrical shape, adding artistic
appeal and distinctive style for the
modern home. Sustainably crafted in
solid bamboo.
H: 15" x W: 40" x D: 30"

Expertly crafted in earth friendly
bamboo, modern Azara features
sleek styling and modern angled
tapered legs. The elegant sweeping
headboard shows off unique accents
in solid exotic Tiger bamboo. 
H: 44" x W: 65" x D: 87"

Hand finished Caviar finish radiates
confidence and sophistication in the
Sonoma console. Earthy yet bold, the
sleek exterior is hand-finished in a
rich Caviar finish, contrasted by rich
Amber doors.
H: 32" x W: 72" x D: 18"

Sustainable in solid bamboo,
Greenington’s Luna dining table’s
elegant shape highlights a modern
base. Transparent Caviar stain
creates a gorgeous finish
accentuating the grain’s natural
beauty.
H: 30" x W: 48" x D: 48"

Crafted in sustainable bamboo,
Greenington’s Danica chair highlights
the best of modern with exceptional
comfort and dramatic curves with a
soft upholstered angled seat and
backrest.

H: 27" x W: 27" x D: 26"

Hanna makes a statement with a
reverse edge tabletop on a dynamic
architectural base. Sustainably
crafted, the transparent Caviar
stain’s sleek finish accentuates the
natural beauty bamboo grain. 

H: 30" x W: 72" x D: 36"
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COMPANY INFORMATION
About Greenington: Greenington is a sustainable furniture company creating beautiful and high-quality furniture using one of the earth’s most
sustainable resources, bamboo. Focused on quality Greenington cuts no corners, but also stays true to their sustainable mission by following
strict international standard guidelines, and having a zero waste manufacturing process. Learn more at greenington.com 

Greenington’s president and founder was manufacturing high quality bamboo products for over twenty years before he entered the business of
creating his own line of high quality solid bamboo furniture in 2004. Because of his expertise in working with the planet’s most eco-friendly,
rapidly renewable resource, Greenington’s fine bamboo furniture has quickly risen to the top of the industry, known for its enduring beauty, style
and quality.

Greenington is expertly crafted in earth friendly solid bamboo, harvested from the managed forests of a fully sustainable, environmentally
friendly and rapidly growing renewable resource.

From the beginning, Greenington’s mission has been to provide customers with only the finest in bamboo home furnishings. We will continue to
strive to ensure that our products represent quality, style and elegance. That’s why we trust only nature’s most sustainable material to the
highest quality craftsmen, and why we will always provide you with first class service.
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PRESS RELEASES
GREENINGTON Expands Direct Container Program

GREENINGTON to SHOW at ICFF

GREENINGTON Announces Move to Accommodate Growth

GREENINGTON WINS ISFD PINNACLE AWARDS

Greenington Wins Coveted Awards
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